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After a violent patent quarrel among the companies which resulted in an extensive import
assessment last May. Now the International Trade Commission has discarded Apple's challenge to
enforce an urgent ban on the United Sates imports of the HTC One X. Last December the ITC lined
up that HTC has violated Apple patents of data tapping which is a robotically formatting document to
permit a dialer program to come out when a phone number come into existence. And after the
declaration of the judgment HTC stated that very soon the company would eradicate this feature
from its smart phones.

Although in the month of May the ban being raised as Apple again complained that HTC has
wrongly taken the customs officials regarding the smart phones to warranty their introduction. Apple
does not belong from the Steve Jobs' pronouncement of thermonuclear war on Android by means of
the adverse side consequence of preventing populace of purchasing the equipment they desire. The
company has also stated that the company should make necessary efforts for protecting Apple's
intellectual property when all the other companies take away the ideas of our company.

Last week due to the violation of numerous software patents the Californian Company won a ban in
opposition to the Samsung Galaxy Nexus this is a real matter of concern for Google. Now Samsung
would definitely take an appropriate action by appealing the injunction which might potentially
distinguish sales come to a conclusion. According to the court judgment that Apple would undergo
permanent damage which was created on lawfully inadequate proof that Samsung and Apple both
are rivals.

But it seems to think that Samsung is not a competitor to Apple. Moreover according to the news the
ITC efficiently stating to Apple to get vanished and discontinue bugging us. This would leads to an
end to the useless and irritating legal action. Now definitely Apple would not take such types of
actions against rival companies and would not waste the time of the government in all such non
sense proceedings. However all such happenings just bring losses to the company instead of
prosperity so all the companiesâ€™ should concentrate more in their innovative products.
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